
Education Report: COVID-19 Budget Initiatives and Process 

To: Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education 

Date: 12 June 2020 Priority: High 

Security Level: Budget Sensitive METIS No: 1231208

Drafter: Wayne Murphy DDI: 

Key Contact: John Brooker DDI: 

Messaging seen by 
Communications team: 

No Round Robin: No 

Purpose of Report 

This report seeks your agreement to our proposed approach for submission of further COVID-
19 initiatives as requested by the Minister of Finance.   

This report also seeks your agreement on the cost-pressure initiatives to be submitted for the 
Minister of Finance’s consideration, ahead of the Cabinet’s consideration on 6 July.   

Summary 

 As indicated by the Minister of Finance on 4 June, the next round of the Budget 2020
process has two components: unavoidable cost-pressure and an economic recovery
component aimed at specific areas (in the case of the education portfolio this is limited to
international education).

 Cost-pressure Budget initiatives for next funding round for the COVID-19 Response and
Recovery Fund (CRRF) must be submitted by 15 June to be considered by Cabinet on 6
July. The international education initiative the Minister of Finance has requested to support
the economic recovery is also required to be submitted on 15 June.

 For the purposes of this process, there is a very high bar to meet the definition of
unavoidable cost or revenue pressure.  Submitted for your consideration and approval are
the cost-pressure initiatives that we consider meet Treasury’s requirements.

 Alongside the cost-pressure templates which we are required to submit to the Treasury,
you have also been asked to write to the Minister of Finance. This letter provides an
opportunity for you to indicate to the Minister of Finance other potential education initiatives
that could be further developed due to their economic stimulus potential, for example, in
the property area.
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d. note there are several initiatives under development that do not conform to the cost-

pressure criteria and it would be opportune to indicate these to the Minister of Finance 
due to their economic stimulus potential 

 Noted 

 

e. agree that this Education Report not to be proactively released at this time, because 
the information contained within it is Budget sensitive.    
         

Release  Not release 
 
 

 

 

 

 
  

John Brooker 
Group Manager 
Education System Policy 
 
 

12/06/2020 

Hon Chris Hipkins 
Minister of Education 

 
 

   __/__/___ 15  6  2020
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Ongoing Resourcing 
Scheme 

This cost pressure initiative addresses the urgent need for an 
increase in teacher aide hours for more than 10,000 high and very 
high needs students in the Ongoing Resourcing Scheme (ORS). The 
level of student need and resulting demand for teacher aide hours 
has been higher over the past year than is currently funded, creating 
an ongoing baseline cost pressure.  
Funding these cost pressures will ensure that the increased 
investment in teacher aide hours through COVID-19, intended to 
support the attendance, engagement and participation of ORS 
students at school, will not be eroded and the benefits fully realised. 
Led by the Minister of Education 

- 

        

              -    

 
9. We seek your decision on which initiatives will be submitted on 15 June.  

Other Initiatives  

10. In his letter to ministers, the Minister of Finance has also confirmed he will invite a limited 
number of other proposals.  We have developed an international education proposal that 
is ready for submission on Monday 15 June. 

11. There are also a number of Property initiatives that fall outside of this round’s eligibility 
criteria that could be of interest to the Minister of Finance, due to their economic stimulus 
potential.   

12. In the course of submitting the cost-pressure initiatives set out above, we propose that 
these other initiatives be indicated again in a letter to the Minister of Finance from you.   

s 9(2)(f)(iv)

s 9(2)(f)(iv)
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Next Steps 

13. The next steps to complete this round are as follows: 

 12 June - the cost-pressure initiatives that you have approved for submission are 
finalised.  

 15 June - the cost-pressure initiatives are lodged into CFIS. 

 15 June - you write to the Minister of Finance to formally notify him of the initiatives 
you are recommending for Cabinet’s consideration and indicate other initiatives that 
may warrant being advanced due to their economic stimulus potential. 

 By 19 June Treasury provides assessment and advice to Minister of Finance on 
cost-pressure and economic recovery initiatives. 

 By 19 June - non-cost-pressure initiatives are completed. 

 By 26 June – Budget Ministers consider advice, provide feedback and take majority 
of decisions 

 Circa 24 June (assumed) - Budget Ministers consider cost-pressure funding 
requests and make recommendations to Cabinet.  

 6 July Cabinet meets 

14. The process for non-cost-pressure initiatives is yet to be confirmed. 
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